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RTAS.AiR.64.Bit.Command /Controls Command /controls is in that list, so it is installed...but it doesn't work Where is this plugin? Do you have it installed?Are you trying to use this plugin with the current host? Just an FYI - some plugins have to be loaded before the host. This is just my opinion, not direct advice. Not really sure what you are saying, but its a plugin and I can confirm that it works on the host. Not
sure what you are saying about the plugin or the host. I use VST plugin management to load all my plugins. I am currently in the process of moving to the host version of that plugin. I made a change to the RTAS VST master mode plug-in.I noticed that you did not change the header and footer info when converting RTAS plugins to VST plug-ins.So I did.So if you were working with the RTAS plug-in version of the
plugin, the VST plug-in header and footer info would be exactly the same as the RTAS plug-in version of the plugin. I noticed that you did not change the header and footer info when converting RTAS plugins to VST plug-ins.So I did.So if you were working with the RTAS plug-in version of the plugin, the VST plug-in header and footer info would be exactly the same as the RTAS plug-in version of the plugin.
Thanks for the feedback. I see what you mean about the change. I should have figured that out. It still works for me, thanks. Do you have any suggestions as to how to use the RTAS version of a plugin with the host? There is a pack file that contains all the RTAS plugins that you would need to install this plugin with the host. By looking at it, it is a bit unclear what version of the pack you have.The RTAS version
should be the latest version. If you do not have it, the newest version can be downloaded from
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